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Abstract— We present an exemplar-based learning approach
for incremental and life-long learning of visual categories. The
basic concept of the proposed learning method is to subdivide
the learning process into two phases. In the first phase we utilize
supervised learning to generate an appropriate category seed,
while in the second phase this seed is used to autonomously
bootstrap the visual representation. This second learning phase
is especially useful for assistive systems like a mobile robot,
because the visual knowledge can be enhanced even if no
tutor is present. Although for this autonomous bootstrapping
no category labels are provided, we argue that contextual
information is beneficial for this process. Finally we investigate
the effect of the proposed second learning phase with respect
to the overall categorization performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the recent decades a wide variety of category learn-
ing paradigms have been proposed ranging from generative
[10], [14] to discriminative models [6], [18]. However, most
research on this topic focused so far on supervised learn-
ing. The major advantage of supervised over unsupervised
learning is the higher categorization performance, where the
time consuming and costly collection of accurately labeled
training data is its fundamental drawback. In the context of
assistive systems this means that whenever the system should
enhance its category representation a tutor has to specify
the corresponding labels. Although we consider the interac-
tion with a tutor as a necessary part of the early learning
phase, we want to enable the system to more and more
autonomously bootstrap its acquired category representation.
Therefore we investigate in this paper the combination of
semi-supervised and life-long learning to reduce the necessity
of tutor interactions.

The basic idea of semi-supervised learning is to com-
bine supervised with unsupervised learning [12], [2]. The
advantage of this combination is typically a considerably
higher performance compared to purely data driven unsuper-
vised methods, whereas the labeling effort can be strongly
reduced. Typically for semi-supervised learning the initial
representation is trained based on the labeled portion of the
training data. Afterwards this initial representation is utilized
to estimate the correct class labels for the unlabeled portion
of the training data. Commonly only unlabeled training
examples with high classifier confidence are used for the
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bootstrapping. This guaranties a low amount of errors in
the estimated labels, but this data most probably is less
useful to enhance the classifier performance, because it is
already well represented [17]. To overcome this limitation
semi-supervised learning can be extended by active learning
[13], [15], where the learning system requests the tutor-driven
labeling for the currently worst represented training data.

In contrast to this we propose to use temporal context
information to overcome this limitation rather than requesting
additional user interactions. To use the temporal context,
object views that belong to the same physical object have
to be identified first. In offline experiments this typically can
be easily achieved. For an autonomous system this requires
the tracking of the object over a longer period, so that it
is most probable that the corresponding views belong to
the same physical object. Based on this object view list a
majority voting can be applied. The advantage of such voting
is that not only already well represented views are added to
the training ensemble, but also currently wrong categorized
views of the same object. We believe that such a combination
has the highest potential effect with respect to an increasing
categorization performance.

Although semi-supervised learning is a common learn-
ing technique (see [19] for an overview), in the context
of incremental and life-long learning it has gained so far
much less interest. We consider the ability of increasing
the visual knowledge in a life-long learning fashion as a
basic requirement for an autonomous system. Nevertheless
combining semi-supervised with life-long learning is more
challenging compared to typical semi-supervised learning
approaches. This is because for life-long learning tasks the
learning method commonly has only access to a limited
amount of training data, so that the bootstrapping is normally
purely based on the unlabeled training views and their
autonomously assigned label information. This is in contrast
to typical semi-supervised approaches, where the labeled
and unlabeled training views are combined to one single
training set. Furthermore to cope with the “stability-plasticity
dilemma” [1] of life-long learning tasks on the one hand sta-
bility considerations are required to avoid the “catastrophic
forgetting effect” [3] of the learned representation, while
for the plasticity the allocation of new network resources is
necessary. It is obvious that this resource allocation is con-
siderably more difficult if the label information is unreliable
as this is the case for the unsupervised training data.

The paper is structured in the following way. In the next
Section II we briefly explain our category learning vector
quantization (cLVQ) framework. Afterwards the modifica-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Category Learning Framework. The learning with our proposed category learning vector quantization (cLVQ) approach
is based on a limited and changing training set. Based on the currently available training vectorsxi and the corresponding target labelst

i the cLVQ
incrementally allocates new representation nodes and category-specific features. The selected features sets for each categoryc enables an efficient separation
of co-occurring categories (e.g. if an object belongs to several categories, which is the standard setting in our experiments) and the definition of various
metrical “views” to a single nodewk. The categorization decision itself is based on the allocated cLVQ nodeswk and the low-dimensional category-specific
feature spaces.

tions of the basic cLVQ approach and the context dependent
estimation of category labels is described in Section III. In
Section IV the experimental results are summarized and are
discussed in Section V.

II. CATEGORY LEARNING VECTORQUANTIZATION

Our proposed category learning approach [8] enables in-
teractive and life-long learning and therefore can be utilized
for autonomous systems, but so far we only considered
supervised learning based on interactions with an human
tutor. In the following we briefly describe the learning
framework as illustrated in Fig.1. In the presented paper we
utilized this framework for creating the category seed in a
purely supervised fashion. The proposed learning approach
is basically based on an exemplar-based incremental learning
network combined with a forward feature selection method
to enable incremental and life-long learning of arbitrary
categories. Both parts are optimized together to find a balance
between the insertion of features and allocation of represen-
tation nodes, while using as little resources as possible. In the
following we refer to this architecture as category learning
vector quantization (cLVQ).

To achieve the interactive and incremental learning capa-
bility the exemplar-based network part of the cLVQ method
is used to approach the ”stability-plasticity dilemma” of life-
long learning problems. Thus we define a node insertion

rule that automatically determines the number of required
representation nodes. The final number of allocated nodes
w

k and the assigned category labelsu
k corresponds to the

difficulty of the different categories itself but also to the
within-category variance. Finally the long-term stability of
these incrementally learned nodes is considered based on an
individual node learning rateΘk as proposed in [7].

Additionally a category-specific forward feature selection
method is used to enable the separation of co-occurring cate-
gories, because it defines category-specific metrical “views”
on the representation nodes of the exemplar-based network.
During the learning process it selects low-dimensional sub-
sets of features by predominantly choosing features that
occur almost exclusively for this particular category. Fur-
thermore only these selected category-specific features are
used to decide whether a particular category is present or
not as illustrated in Fig.1. For guiding this selection process
a feature scoring valuehcf is calculated for each categoryc
and featuref . This scoring value is only based on previously
seen exemplars of a certain category, which can strongly
change if further information is encountered. Therefore a
continuous update of thehcf values is required to follow
this change.



A. Distance Computation and Learning Rule

The learning in the cLVQ architecture is based on a
set of high-dimensional and sparse feature vectorsx

i =
(xi

1, . . . , x
i
F ), whereF denotes the total number of features.

Each x
i is assigned to a list of category labelsti =

(ti1, . . . , t
i
C). We useC to denote the current number of

represented color and shape categories, whereas eachtic ∈
{−1, 0,+1} labels anxi as positive or negative example of
categoryc. The third statetc = 0 is interpreted as unknown
category membership, which means that allx

i with tic = 0
have no influence on the representation of categoryc.

The cLVQ representative nodeswk with k = 1, . . . ,K are
built up incrementally, whereK denotes the current number
of allocated vectorsw. Eachwk is attached to a label vector
u

k whereuk
c ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is the model target output for

categoryc, representing positive, negative, and missing label
output, respectively. The winning nodeswkmin(c)(xi) are
calculated independently for each categoryc, wherekmin(c)
is determined in the following way:

kmin(c) = arg min
k

F
∑

f=1

λcf (xi
f − wk

f )2, ∀k with uk
c 6= 0.

(1)
where the category-specific weightsλcf are updated contin-
uously inspired by the generalized relevance LVQ proposed
by [4] . We denote the set of selected features for an active
categoryc ∈ C as Sc. We chooseλcf = 0 for all f 6∈ Sc,
and otherwise adjust it according to a scoring procedure
explained later. Eachwkmin(c)(xi) is updated based on the
standard LVQ learning rule [9], but is restricted to feature
dimensionsf ∈ Sc:

w
kmin(c)
f := w

kmin(c)
f +µΘkmin(c)(xi

f −w
kmin(c)
f ) ∀f ∈ Sc,

(2)
whereµ = 1 if the categorization decision forxi was correct,
otherwiseµ = −1 and the winning nodewkmin(c) will be
shifted away fromx

i. Additionally Θkmin(c) is the node-
dependent learning rate as proposed by [7]:

Θkmin(c) = Θ0 exp

(

−
akmin(c)

σ

)

. (3)

Here Θ0 is a predefined initial value,σ is a fixed scaling
factor, andak is an iteration-dependent age factor. The age
factor ak is incremented every time the correspondingw

k

becomes the winning node.

B. Feature Scoring and Category Initialization

The learning dynamics of the cLVQ learning approach
is organized in training epochs, where at each epoch only
a limited amount of objects and their corresponding views
are visible to the learning method. After each epoch some
of the training vectorsxi and their corresponding target
category valuesti are removed and replaced by vectors of
a new object. Therefore for each training epoch the scoring
valueshcf , used for guiding the feature selection process,

are updated in the following way:

hcf =
Hcf

Hcf + H̄cf

. (4)

The variablesHcf and H̄cf are the number of previously
seen positive and negative training examples of categoryc,
where the corresponding featuref was active (xf > 0). For
each newly inserted object view, the counter valueHcf is
updated in the following way:

Hcf := Hcf + 1 if xi
f > 0 and tic = +1, (5)

whereH̄cf is updated as follows:

H̄cf := H̄cf + 1 if xi
f > 0 and tic = −1. (6)

The scorehcf defines the metrical weighting in the cLVQ
representation space. We then chooseλcf = hcf for all f ∈
Sc andλcf = 0 otherwise.

For our learning architecture we assume that not all cate-
gories are known from the beginning, so that new categories
can occur in each training epoch. Therefore if categoryc
with the category labeltic = +1 occurred for the first time
in the current training epoch, we initialize this categoryc
with a single feature and one cLVQ node. We select the
featurevc = arg maxf (hcf ) with the largest scoring value
and initializeSc = {vc}. The training vectorxi is selected
as the initial cLVQ node, where the selected featurevc has
the highest activation, i.e.wK+1 = x

q with xq
vc

≥ xi
vc

for
all i. The attached label vector is chosen asuK+1

c = +1 and
zero for all other categories.

C. Learning Dynamics

All changes of the cLVQ network are only based on the
limited and changing set of training vectorsxi. During a
single learning epoch of the cLVQ method an optimization
loop is performed iteratively as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
basic concept behind this optimization loop is to apply small
changes to the representation of erroneous categories by
testing new featuresvc and representation nodesw

k that may
lead to a considerable performance increase for the current
set of training vectors. A single run through the optimization
loop is composed of the following processing steps:

Step 1: Feature Testing.For each categoryc with remain-
ing errors a new feature is temporally added and tested. If
a categoryc is not present in the current training set or is
error free then no modification to its representation is applied.
The feature selection itself is based on the observable training
vectorsxi, the feature scoring valueshcf and thee+

cf values.
The e+

cf is defined as the ratio of active feature entries
(xi

f > 0.0) for featuref among the positive training errors
E+

c of classc. The E+
c is calculated in the following way:

E+
c = {i|tic = +1 ∧ tic 6= ukmin

c (xi)}, (7)

where thetic ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is defined as target signal for
x

i and ukmin

c is the label assigned to the winning node
w

kmin(c)(xi) of categoryc.
For the feature testing a candidatevc should be added to

the category-specific feature setSc that potentially improves
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the cLVQ Optimization Loop. The basic idea of
this optimization loop is to make small modifications to the representation of
categories where categorization errors on the available training vectors occur.
If the gain in categorization performance, based on all available training
examples of categoryc, is above the insertion threshold the modification is
kept and otherwise it is retracted.

the categorization performance of categoryc by having a
high scoring valuehcf . Additionally the feature candidate
should also be very active in the remaining training errors of
this category to quickly resolve all remaining errors of this
particular category. Therefore we choose:

vc = arg max
f 6∈Sc

(e+
cf + hcf ) (8)

and addSc := Sc∪{vc}. The added feature dimension modi-
fies the cLVQ metrics by changing the decision boundaries of
all Voronoi clusters assigned to categoryc, which potentially
reduces the remaining categorization errors. Thus based on
all training vectorsxi we calculate the actual categorization
performance of the erroneous categories. If the performance
increase for categoryc is larger than the prespecified thresh-
old ǫ1 thevc is permanently added and otherwise is removed
and excluded for further training iterations of this epoch.

Furthermore in rare cases also the removal of already
selected features is possible. This is done if the total number
of negative errors#E−

c > #E+
c , where theE−

c is analogous
to E+

c defined as:

E−
c = {i|tic = −1 ∧ tic 6= ukmin

c (xi)}. (9)

The only difference is that in this case a featuref ∈ Sc

is removed from the set of selected featuresSc and the
performance gain is computed for the final decision on the
removal.

Step 2: LVQ Node Testing.Similar to Step 1 we test new
LVQ nodes only for erroneous categories. In contrast to the
node insertion rule proposed in [7], where nodes are inserted
for training vectors with smallest distance to wrong winning
nodes, we propose to insert new LVQ nodes based on training
vectorsx

i with most categorization errors. This leads to a
more compact representation, because a single node typically
improves the representation of several categories. In this

optimization step we insert new representation nodesw
k

until for each erroneous categoryc at least one new node
is inserted. As categorization labelsuk for these nodes only
the correct targets labels for the categorization errors are
assigned. For all other categoriesc the correspondinguk

c = 0,
keeping all error free categories unchanged.

Again we calculate the performance increase based on all
currently available training vectors. If this increase forcate-
gory c is above the thresholdǫ2, we make no modifications
to LVQ node labels of the newly inserted nodes. Otherwise
we set the labelsuk

c of this set of newly inserted nodeswk

to zero. If due to this evaluation step alluk
c become zero

then we remove the correspondingw
k.

Step 3: Stop condition. If all remaining categorization
errors for the current training set are resolved or all possible
featuresf of erroneous categoriesc are tested then we
start the next training epoch. Otherwise we continue this
optimization loop and test further feature candidates and
LVQ representation nodes.

III. U NSUPERVISEDBOOTSTRAPPING OFCATEGORY

REPRESENTATIONS

Our focus is the life-long learning of visual representa-
tions. For such learning tasks normally it is unsuitable to
store all previously seen training vectors. Thus we decided
that the learning during the bootstrapping phase is only based
on unlabeled training views and their estimated category
labels, which is distinct from most commonly used semi-
supervised learning methods. Before the cLVQ modifications
are described in more detail, we first define the majority vot-
ing schema used for the autonomous estimation of category
labels for the unlabeled training views.

A. Autonomous Estimation of Category Labels

For the autonomous estimation of category labels we first
measure the network response for all available unlabeled
training views based on the previously supervised trained
category seed. For each individual objecto in this current
training set we calculate the detection ratesd+

oc = D+
oc/Qo

andd−oc = D−
oc/Qo, where theQo is defined as the number

of unlabeled training views of objecto. The measuresd+
oc

indicates how reliable the categoryc can be detected in the
views of objecto, while the rated−oc indicates how probable
the categoryc is not present in these views. Furthermore we
count the number of object views indicating the presence
(D+

oc) and absence (D−
oc) of categoryc in the following way:

D+
oc := D+

oc + 1 if ukmin

c (xi) = +1 (10)

and

D−
oc := D−

oc + 1 if ukmin

c (xi) = −1, (11)

where the sum ofD+
oc + D−

oc = Qo.
Based on these detection rates and the predetermined

thresholds ǫ+ and ǫ− the correct target valuestic ∈
{−1, 0,+1} are estimated for all views of the same object.



The assignment of the target values is done in the following
way:

tic =







+1 : if d+
oc > ǫ+

−1 : if d+
oc <= ǫ+ & d−oc > ǫ−

0 : else.
(12)

The selection ofǫ+ and ǫ− is crucial with respect to the
potential performance gain of this bootstrapping phase. If
these values are chosen too conservative manytic become
zero and the corresponding object views have no effect
to the representation. On the contrary the possibility of
mislabeling increases if these values are low. In general our
cLVQ approach is robust with respect to a smaller amount
of mislabeled training vectors, because additional network
resources are only allocated if the performance gain is above
the insertion thresholdsǫ1 andǫ2. Nevertheless if the number
of wrongly labeled training views becomes to large the
categorization performance can possibly also decrease.

B. Modification of the cLVQ Learning Approach

For our first evaluation of the unsupervised bootstrapping
of visual category representations we keep the incremental
learning approach as in [8]. Thus also in this bootstrapping
phase the learning process is subdivided into epochs and
also the overall cLVQ learning dynamics is reused. This
means the category representation is enhanced by making
small changes to the category representation by selecting new
category-specific features or by allocating additional repre-
sentation nodes. Furthermore the same learning parameters
like the learning rateΘ, the feature insertion thresholdǫ1

and node insertion thresholdǫ2 are used.
Although the same learning parameters are utilized we still

want to express the reliability of the autonomously estimated
category labels. This means if the reliability is low only
small changes with respect to the modification of existing
nodes, the allocation of new category-specific features and
representation nodes should be applied. To achieve this effect
all learning parameters are modulated based on the parameter
ri
c ∈ {0, . . . , 1} that is defined as follows:

ri
oc =







d+
oc : if tic = +1

d−oc : if tic = −1
0 : if tic = 0.

(13)

Theri
oc value is assigned to each unlabeled object views and

is equal for all views of one physical objecto.
For both insertion thresholdsǫ1 andǫ2 this ri

oc modulates
the measurement of the performance gain after the insertion
of a new featurevc or representation nodewk. In the
basic cLVQ each erroneous training view that could be
resolved by such slight modification of the representation
is counted with1.0. In contrast to this for the modified
version of the cLVQ each resolved erroneous training view is
counted asri

oc only. This means that the required amount of
training vectors, necessary to reach the insertion threshold,
is inversely proportional to the correspondingri

oc values
(e.g. if for all current training viewsri

oc = 0.8 a factor
of 1.25 views are required compared to the basic cLVQ).

The fundamental effect of the modulation ofǫ1 and ǫ2 is
that it becomes distinctly more difficult to allocate new
resources the more unreliable the corresponding estimated
category labels become. Therefore the allocation of category
unspecific or even erroneous network resources should be
strongly reduced.

Also for the adaptation of the representation nodesw
k the

original cLVQ learning rule (see Eq. 2) is multiplied with
ri
oc. Besides the node dependent learning rateΘkmin(c) this

modification guarantees the stability of the learned visual
category representation. The update step for the winning
nodew

kmin(c) of categoryc is calculated as follows:

w
kmin(c)
f := w

kmin(c)
f +ri

ocµΘkmin(c)(xi
f−w

kmin(c)
f ) ∀f ∈ Sc,

(14)
where ri

oc is the reliability factor and theµ indicates the
correctness of the categorization decision.

Besides this modulation of the learning parameters,
weighted with reliability, the continuous update of the scor-
ing valueshcf was deactivated for this bootstrapping phase,
because these values are most fragile with respect to errors
in the estimation process of category labels. A larger amount
of such errors could strongly interfere globally with the
previous trained category representations. This can cause
a global performance decrease of all categories, while all
other modifications due to the allocation of new features and
representation nodes have only a local effect.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Image Ensemble

As experimental setup we use an image database com-
posed of 44 training and 33 test objects as shown in
Fig. 3. This image ensemble contains objects assigned to
five different color and ten shape categories. Each object
was rotated around the vertical axis in front of a black
background. For each of the training and test objects 300
views are collected. The views of all training objects are
furthermore subdivided into labeled and unlabeled views as
illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 3. In general out of all
300 views are 200 used to train the seed of the category
representation in a supervised manner, while the remaining
100 object views (view range 50–100 and 150–200) are used
for the unsupervised bootstrapping of this representation.
This separation into labeled and unlabeled object views
means that for the autonomous bootstrapping the cLVQ has
to generalize to a quite large unseen angular range of object
views. Compared to a random sampling of the unlabeled
object views this is more challenging, because for random
selected views the appearance difference to already seen
labeled views would be considerably smaller.

B. Feature Representation

For the representation of visual categories we combine
simple color histograms with a parts-based feature repre-
sentation, but we do not utilize this a priori separation for
our category learning approach. Therefore for each object
view all extracted features are concatenated into a single
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Fig. 3. Image Ensemble.At the top of this figure all 44 training and 33 test objects areshown. Each object was rotated around the vertical axis, resulting
in overall 300 views per object. The images of the training objects are splitted into a set of labeled and unlabeled views asillustrated at the bottom.

structureless feature vector. We use color histograms because
they combine robustness against view and scale changes
with computational efficiency [16]. The parts-based shape
feature extraction [5] is based on a learned set of category-
specific feature detectors that are based on SIFT descrip-
tors [11]. Commonly these descriptors are only determined
around some highly structured interest points, while the
used feature extraction method applies them at all image
position. This especially allows the representation of less
structured categories. For the final shape feature response
only the maximum detector value is selected, so that all
spatial information is neglected.

C. Categorization Performance

As already mentioned for the experimental evaluation of
our semi-supervised category learning framework the training
is splitted into two training phases. The first training phase is
based on the basic supervised cLVQ training. Afterwards the
categorization performance on the distinct test set is calcu-
lated as baseline performance. In the second training phase
the categories are bootstrapped based on the incremental
presentation of the unlabeled training set. Again we calculate
the categorization performance to measure the effect of this
second learning phase.

In general we consider two different experiments. The
first experiment investigates the influence of the detection
thresholdsǫ+ and ǫ− that are used for the autonomous
category estimation of the unlabeled training views. A proper
selection of these thresholds is important for a potential per-
formance increase during the bootstrapping phase. In contrast
to the first experiment, where all additional unlabeled training

views are used, we are additionally interested in how the
overall performance changes if more an more object views
of the unlabeled training set are presented.

For the parameter search of the detection thresholds, de-
picted in Fig. 4, we first trained five different cLVQ networks
in a supervised manner. Based on this representation the
categorization performance for the 33 distinct test objects is
calculated. The measured performance is used as the baseline
performance. Afterwards the complete set of unlabeled train-
ing views are randomly and incrementally presented to the
modified cLVQ approach and the detection thresholdsǫ+ and
ǫ− are varied. In this evaluation we changed the threshold
ǫ+ ∈ {0.2, 0.21, . . . , 1.0} and ǫ− ∈ {0.9, 0.91, . . . , 1.0}.
We selected a distinctly smaller range for the thresholdǫ−

because due to the selection of low-dimensional feature sets
the rejection of categories is typically nearly perfect.

For this investigation we expected an approximately con-
stant performance for the color categories, because the used
color histograms should be similar to the previously seen
labeled object views. In contrast to this for the shape cate-
gories we expect an increased categorization performance,
because the angular range of the unlabeled object views
covers approximately one third of the overall object rotation.
Additionally are the fluctuations in the feature responses of
the extracted parts-based features larger during the object
rotation compared to the color features, so that the unlabeled
object views contain further information with respect to the
representation of shape categories.

The results of the threshold search experiment are shown
in Fig.4. As expected in an intermediate range of the
threshold ǫ+ (0.4 < ǫ+ < 0.6) a performance increase
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Fig. 4. Influence of the Detection Thresholds to the Categorization
Performance. For this evaluation five different cLVQ networks are first
trained in a supervised manner. The resulting category representation and
its corresponding performance on the distinct test set is used a the baseline
performance. For the second learning phase we incrementally added the
complete set of unlabeled training views and vary the detection thresholds
ǫ
+ andǫ

−. It can be seen that for the color categories soon the performance
drops if ǫ+ < 0.8, while for the shape categories in the intermediate range
of 0.4 < ǫ

+
< 0.6 a performance increase can be measured.

can be measure for the shape categories. Although we do
not expected a performance gain for the color categories
the performance drop forǫ+ < 0.8 is somehow astonish-
ing. The amount of labeling errors could be one potential
reason for this performance drop. Therefore we performed
a similar threshold search experiment and focused on the
labeling errors with respect to different detection thresholds.
The results depicted in Fig. 5 corresponds to the absolute
amount of wrongly labeled bootstrapping views for the five
color and ten shape categories averaged over five different
cLVQ networks. As expected the average number of wrongly
classified unlabeled object views increases with decreasing
detection thresholdsǫ+ and ǫ−. The number of errors for
color and shape categories are in the same range with a
slightly higher tendency for wrongly labeled shape cate-
gories, reflecting the lower categorization performance of
shape categories. The results in Fig. 5 show that, at least
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Fig. 5. Influence of the Detection Thresholds to the Absolute Labeling
Errors. We repeated the experiment shown Fig. 4 with five different
cLVQ networks, where in this evaluation we measured the average amount
of wrongly labeling for different detection thresholds. Asexpected the
average number of wrongly classified unlabeled object views increases with
decreasing detection thresholdsǫ

+ andǫ
−. Additionally it can be seen that

there is a slightly higher tendency of wrongly labeled shapecategories.

in direct comparison with the shape categories, the labeling
errors are not a plausible explanation of this performance
drop. During the bootstrapping process we noticed that,
compared to the supervised learning part, a considerably
higher amount of shape features are selected for the color
categories. These additionally allocated shape features are
most probable the cause for the slight performance decrease
of the color categories. It indicates that for the remaining
categorization errors of color categories some shape features
respond as stable as the color features, so that the greedy
feature selection method has difficulties to distinguish them
from the correct color features.

For our second evaluation shown in Fig. 6 we selected
the optimal detection thresholds for the shape categories
(ǫ+ = 0.5 and ǫ− = 0.9) and investigated the effect of
the performance change during the bootstrapping process by
adding more and more unlabeled object views. Although in
the previous investigation we could measure a performance
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Fig. 6. Performance Change of Incremental Adding Unlabeled Object
Views. In this experiment we selected the optimal detection thresholdsǫ

+
=

0.5 and ǫ
−

= 0.9 for the shape categories and investigate the effect of an
continuously increasing set of additional object views with respect to the
change in categorization performance. In general it can be seen that the
performance increases with the number of presented object views, so that
the proposed modified cLVQ can be utilized for the bootstrapping of shape
categories.

increase for this group of categories, it is still possible that
at a certain amount of views the categorization performance
starts to decrease. For an autonomous bootstrapping this
would be an undesired effect, because it strongly restricts
its usability for assistive systems. The optimal case would
be that the performance is increasing even for large numbers
of unlabeled object views.

The depicted results in Fig. 6 are averaged over 20 differ-
ent networks to reduce the performance fluctuations due to
the random selection of the unlabeled object set. Additionally
also the presentation order of the selected objects is random.
It is obvious that especially the random selection of the
object set has a strong effect to the possible performance
gain. Despite this smaller fluctuations in the shape category
performance in general a continuously increases can be
achieved (see Fig. 6). As a consequence our modified cLVQ
can at least for the shape categories be used for longer
bootstrapping phases without tutor interactions.

V. D ISCUSSION

In this paper we presented a first analysis for an au-
tonomous bootstrapping of visual representations for a chal-
lenging categorization tasks. Furthermore we focused on
semi-supervised learning in the context of life-long learning
that is compared to the popular expectation-maximization
(EM) methods [15] considerably more difficult. This higher
difficulty is basically reflected in the incremental allocation
of network resources even during the bootstrapping phase,
while for EM-based approaches commonly no incremen-
tal learning is performed. Due to the higher difficulty we
consider in this paper only the bootstrapping with familiar
objects but different views.

Nevertheless based on the utilization of the temporal
context of the presented unlabeled object views, we could

for the shape categories achieve an enhancement of the
categorization performance. It should be mentioned that
this performance increase can already be measured for a
quite low number of additional unlabeled object views by
allocating further representation nodes and category-specific
features. On the contrary for the color categories no positive
effect with regard to the performance could be measured.
Unfortunately partially also a performance decrease can
occur for such kind of categories, which is undesired for the
autonomous bootstrapping. Therefore we propose to estimate
the thresholdsǫ+ and ǫ− for each category independently
to discriminate between both visual modalities. How these
thresholds can be automatically estimated should be investi-
gated in future work.
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